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Abstract. Chloride ingress has been recognized as a main factor inducing the corrosion of offshore 
reinforced concrete structures. It is acknowledged that the chemical attack can lead to concrete property 
deterioration, which inevitably affects the reinforcement corrosion. Herein, the influence of the concrete 
aging on the chloride-induced corrosion initiation is systematically evaluated by a novel numerical 
framework. In this framework, the chemo-physical analysis is conducted based on coupled Nernst-
Planck model and Gibbs energy minimization model. The proposed method is first validated against 
reported experimental results. It is found that the chloride ingress is always accompanied by leaching 
of hydrates near the exposure surface, leading to the porosity enlargement. Moreover, due to chemical 
binding of chloride to monosulfoaluminate, ettringite continuously precipitates under the function of 
released sulfate ions. Through a series of numerical analyses, it is revealed that the newly formed 
hydrates impose competitive effects on chloride transportation due to the simultaneous pore-clogging 
and expansion-induced microcracks. Chloride-induced corrosion occurs earlier in the situation that the 
effect of microcracks overcomes that of pore clogging, otherwise, the corrosion is delayed. 

Keywords: Chemo-physical Analysis, Chloride Ingress, Corrosion Initiation, Concrete Aging, 
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1 Introduction 
Chloride-induced corrosion of reinforcements has been recognized as one serious long-term 
durability concern for offshore reinforced concrete structures  (Yu et al., 2019). The corrosion 
process during the structural service life is generally divided into two stages (Xia et al., 2019), 
namely corrosion initiation and propagation, see Figure 1. During the initiation phase, chloride 
from the harsh marine environment penetrates concrete and destroys the passive film on the 
steel surface. Once the steel is depassivated to some extent, the corrosion accelerates 
remarkably and enters the propagation stage. As the corrosion further proceeds, corrosion 
products accumulate on the concrete-steel interface, leading to the cracking and spalling of the 
cover concrete. To ensure structural safety, precise estimation of the chloride-induced corrosion 
initiation is essential. 
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Figure 1. Chloride-induced corrosion process of reinforced concrete 

To achieve this goal, an index called critical chloride content has been proposed by 
researchers (Angst et al., 2009). In this way, the corrosion initiation can be determined by 
evaluating the chloride content on the steel surface, where various numerical studies have been 
reported for modelling the chloride distribution (Cheng et al., 2018; Dong et al., 2023; Xia et 
al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020). Fick’s second law is applied to the chloride transportation analysis 
in some studies (Cheng et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020), which, however, is oversimplified to 
neglect the coupling between chloride and other ions. To deal with this problem, the tendency 
of applying well-known Planck-Nernst model to assess the multi-ionic transportation process 
gradually enhances (Dong et al., 2023; Xia et al., 2019). Nevertheless, most of these modelling 
techniques do not take the interaction between ionic species and hydrates into account. It has 
been reported that during the chloride ingress process, the leaching of hydrates also happens 
near the exposure surface (Cherif et al., 2020), which causes the increase of porosity. On the 
other hand, the chloride can potentially exchange the sulfate ion in monosulfoaluminate (AFm), 
i.e., chemical binding (Yu et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2021). This 
phenomenon can lead to the formation of hydrates, such as Friedel salt and ettringite (AFt), 
which possibly clog pores of concrete. Evidently, the property deterioration of concrete, i.e., 
concrete aging, could significantly influence the chloride ingress, and ignoring this factor could 
cause the misestimation of the corrosion initiation. 

To fill this research gap, a novel chemo-physical modelling framework is proposed in this 
paper for analyzing the concrete aging-affected corrosion initiation. The Planck-Nernst model 
is applied to evaluate the multi-ionic transportation, while the Gibbs energy minimization 
method is employed for thermodynamic analysis of the time-variant chemical system. Detailed 
description of the modelling framework is presented in Section 2. Following validation against 
experimental study in Section 3, a series of numerical studies are conducted to systematically 
evaluate the influence of concrete aging on corrosion initiation in Section 4. Some concluding 
remarks are presented in Section 5. 

2 Model Formulation 
This chemo-physical modelling framework is based on the operator splitting approach (Yu et 
al., 2019; Yu et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2021), where the reactive transportation 
problem is decoupled to be the sequentially solved multi-ionic transportation analysis and 
chemical reaction analysis. The validity and efficiency of this method has been evaluated and 
proved in previous studies (Yu et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2021). In 
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this study, the Nernst-Planck model under the electroneutrality condition is employed to 
analyze multi-ionic transportation (Dong et al., 2023). 
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where ic , iQ , iD , iγ are the concentration, flux, diffusion coefficient and chemical activity 
coefficient of the thi ion, respectively, Lw  is volume fraction of liquid water in the porous 
material, F  is the Faraday constant, R is the ideal gas, T is the thermodynamic temperature of 
concrete, ϕ  is the electric potential in concrete.  

The transportation of the ionic species alters the chemical environment in the concrete, 
leading to complex chemical reactions, such as leaching and chloride binding. Herein, these 
chemical reactions are evaluated by thermodynamic modelling method, where Gibbs energy 
minimization method (GEM) is adopted (Kulik et al., 2013). 
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where G  is the total Gibbs energy of the chemical system, n is the molar composition vector 
of the chemical system, µ  is the chemical potential of species, W is the formula matrix of 
species, b  is the molar abundance vector of the chemical elements and C  is the vector of 
electrical charges of species.  

The dissolution and precipitation of hydrates could lead to the change of concrete porosity 
and ionic diffusivity, which is calculated as: 
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where ( )f θ  denotes the effect of the porosity change on the ionic diffusion coefficient, 0θ  
and ( )tθ  are the initial porosity and porosity at time t , 0jn  and ( )jn t means the initial amount 

and amount of substances at time t of thj  hydrate,  jV is molar volume of thj  hydrate. 
On the other hand, AFt may form during the chloride ingress process due to the chemical 

binding of chloride. It has been widely accepted that the newly precipitated AFt could exert 
pressure on the shrinking pore space (Yu et al., 2015), which could generate microcracks and 
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facilitate the diffusivity of ions. In this model, this factor is considered by an empirical model 
(Sarkar et al., 2010). 
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where V  indicates representative element volume, AFt
SV∆  is volumetric growth of AFt 

phase, AFt
S

iV  is the initial volume of AFt phase without disturbance of system equilibrium, 
AFt

S
fV  is the volume of AFt phase after chloride ingress, where fresh AFt may precipitate, EV∆  

and ε  are volumetric expansion and strain, ε  is uniaxial strain, thε  is threshold strain at which 
crack emerges, dC  is crack density, b , k  and m are empirical parameters, where 0.5, 2.3 and 

42 10−×  are assigned to k , m and thε  respectively. Note that b indicates capability of the pore 
space to freely accommodate the AFt without being stressed, and the value of the parameter 
ranges from 0.05 to 0.45 (Yu et al., 2021). d( )f C  shows effect of microcracks on ionic 
diffusivity, dc 0.18C =  and dec 0.56C =  are empirical percolation thresholds. 

3 Model Validation 
The effectiveness of the proposed modelling approach is examined herein by studying a long-
term chloride ingress experiment (Li et al., 2021). The schematic diagram of the experimental 
work is illustrated in Figure 2, and detailed material properties, such as ionic concentration, 
hydrates content and microstructure, are referred to the reported study (Li et al., 2021). Based 
on Cemdata18 (Lothenbach et al., 2019), a famous database for cementitious material, the 
simulated and experimental chloride distribution are compared in Figure 3.  
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of experimental setting for chloride ingress 

 
 (a)  (b) 

  
 (c)  (d) 

Figure 3. Simulated and experimental chloride distribution: (a) day 28; (b) day 84; (c) day 168; (d) day 252 

As shown in Figure 3, the simulated and experimental results agree perfectly throughout the 
exposure period, which demonstrates the validity of the proposed framework. Moreover, it is 
evident that the surface chloride content increases with the continuous chloride ingress. To 
explain this interesting finding, the hydrates composition and corresponding porosity are 
assessed and shown in Figure 4. 
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 (a)  (b) 

 
 (c)  (d) 
Figure 4. Hydrates composition and porosity of aged concrete: (a) day 28; (b) day 84; (c) day 168; (d) day 252 

The leaching of hydrates and corresponding porosity enlargement near the exposure surface 
are illustrated in Figure 4, which explains the continuous increase of surface chloride content. 
Moreover, it is also showcased that the Kuzel salt is formed before the Friedel salt during the 
binding process of chloride, which is consistent with previous study (Guo et al., 2022). Except 
these direct products of the chemical binding, the sulfate released by the consumed AFm 
facilitates the formation of AFt, see Figure 4. Indeed, the porosity decreases due to these newly 
precipitated hydrates, which was also discovered in the experimental study (Cherif et al., 2020). 

4 Numerical Analyses and Discussions 
Following the validation, the model is further employed to evaluate the effect of concrete aging 
on corrosion initiation by an illustrative example, as illustrated in Figure 5. In previous study, 
it was found that the effect of the newly formed AFt on the chloride ingress highly depends on 
the availability of free pore space to accommodate the substance (Yu et al., 2021). Therefore, 
different values of b  are considered in numerical analyses, which are 0.05, 0.1,0.15 and 0.2. 
respectively. Moreover, in the following discussions, corrosion initiation is indicated by the fact 
that the chloride content on steel surface reaches the critical chloride content, which is assumed 
as 0.08% by weight of binder (Xia et al., 2019). The corrosion initiation time is listed in Table 
1, where the aging effect is not considered in the control model with constant ( )f θ  equal to 1. 
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of numerical example 

Table 1. Corrosion initiation in different conditions 

Model setting Corrosion initiation (days) 

control 75.25 
0.05b =  50.08 

0.1b =  64.91 

0.15b =  77.25 

0.2b =  77.25 
 

According to Table 1, it is found that the concrete aging advances corrosion initiation once 
the pore space to permit free expansion of hydrates is limited. However, with enough available 
pore space, the corrosion initiation is delayed under the effect of concrete aging. This interesting 
phenomenon could be explained by the competitive effects caused by the newly formed AFt. 
As illustrated in Figure 6, the pore-clogging induced by the AFt may decelerate the penetration 
of chloride. On the other hand, Figure 6 also shows that chloride ingress may be accelerated 
due to more transportation paths provided by AFt-induced microcracks. With decreasing b , the 
effect of microcrack gradually overcomes that of pore-clogging, leading to early corrosion 
initiation. 
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Figure 6. Competitive effects of microcracks and pore-clogging induced by newly formed AFt at day 50 

5 Conclusions 
The proposed chemo-physical modelling framework is demonstrated to be an effective 
approach to estimate the concrete aging-affected corrosion initiation of reinforcements.  
Benefitting from this modelling technique, the influence of concrete aging on chloride-induced 
corrosion initiation is discovered to be dependent on competitive effects of newly formed AFt 
during chloride ingress. Concrete aging facilitates the corrosion initiation in the situation that 
the effect of AFt-induced microcracks overcomes that of pore clogging, otherwise, the aging 
delayed the occurrence of corrosion. 
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